
SMS Student Unusual Action Log 
 
The Student Unusual Action screen logs transactions to a file on the HP9000, which can be used to 
research changes to a student’s unusual action record. When you add, change or delete an unusual 
action record for a student, it is logged to the file, SM5003S. 
 
Data in the SM5003S file 

ACTN-CD 
 

The action that occurred at the time the transaction is logged.  
A – Add 
D – Delete 
CB – Change; what the record looked like before the change 
CA – Change; what the record looked like after the change 

SCREEN-ID The screen where the transaction occurred. In this case, SM5003. 
TERMINAL-ID The PC where the transaction occurred. 
TODAY-DATE The date of the transaction. 
TIME The time of the transaction. 
USER-ID The user identity of the person who made the transaction. 
STU-NAME The name of the student for which the transaction occurred.  
SID The identifier of the student for which the transaction occurred. 
BAD-DEBT-AMT The amount of bad debt associated with the unusual action code. 
UNUSUAL-ACTN The unusual action code of the transaction. 
ACTN-ENTR-DATE The YRQ associated with the unusual action code. 
ACTN-ORIG-ID The person or office responsible for the unusual action code. 

 
 

Accessing the file through DataExpress 
You can access the transaction file by selecting these options in DataExpress: 

1. Create a new procedure 
2. Use HP Dictionary Definitions 
3. Use KSAM/MPE file definitions 
4. Select a specific MPE file 
5. MPE file name     SM5003S 

Be sure to sort the file by date and time in order to get a sequential report of the transactions.   
 
Or, you can use the DataExpress procedure, SM5003SR for a list of the transactions.  For detailed 
instructions, go to http://www.sbctc.edu/colleges-staff/it-support/legacy-applications/db-
reporting/dataexpress-procedures.aspx . When you run the procedure you will run it from the  
../../PLIB/INFORM account. Make sure no one is accessing screen SM5003 when you run the procedure. 
 

 
Resetting the log file 
At some point the SM5003S file will fill up and you will need to purge it. You can reset the file by running 
the job, Backup and Reset SM5003S (SM5293J). You can find the job scheduling documentation at 
http://apps.sbctc.edu/jobdoc/SM5293J.HTM. The job will fail if someone is using the SM5003 screen so 
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make sure no one is accessing screen SM5003 when you run the job. The job moves the data in the 
SM5003S file to another file – SM5003S1. At this point, SM5003S is empty until the next transaction on 
the screen occurs. If you run the Backup and Reset SM5003S again, the file named SM5003S1 file is 
completely deleted and is replaced with the previous SM5003S file. Only two files exist at any given 
time, SM5003S and SM5003S1.   
 
SM5003S1 is not accessible through DataExpress or any other method; that is why it is necessary to 
download the existing file (SM5003S) before you reset it. 
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